
Comment #: 21

Phil Jacobs
Florida

RE: Request for public comment: FACTA Notices, Matter No. R41101

Hello,

I am a victim of identity theft. Experian has repeatedly refused to follow the law. It took
them months before they would put a fraud alert on my report. They have refused to
remove fraudulent accounts from my credit report, even with letters from the creditors
indicating the accounts are not mine. Experian says they "verified" the accounts. I don't
know how they could verify the fraudulant accounts when neither TransUnion or Equifax
verifed them and the furnishers say the accounts are not mine. They listed over 20
addresses for me, instates that I have never even visited. When I asked them to remove
the addresses, they refused. Same with the 8 different social security numbers they
listed for me. Experian knows that each individual is issued one social security number.
By refusing to remove incorrect personal data, Experian faciltates fraud. I even opted
out of all 3 bureaus for credit solicitations over a year ago. I recently checked my
Experian report and they are still allowing companies to access my report to offer me
products. My situation is a classic example of why CRA's need more oversight.

Please read the attched six pages. They were printed from the website of Experian, one
of the largest reporters of consumer information in the world. They never meant for the
general public to see this. The exact url is:

http://ww.experian.com/products/pdf/social_ search. pdf

This service is Experian's way of circumventing existing laws that protect consumers.

Pay close attention to page 3, where Experian touts their "Nonpermissable version" of
Social Search. This is a clear violation of current federal laws. If a company has no
permissable purpose then they should not access a consumer's credit report or
information.

On page 2, Experian points out that if a partial social search is used "no inquiry is
displayed on the consumer's disclosure". Once again they are circumventing current
laws. ALL inquiries made on a consumer's file are to be displayed, so the consumer can
know who is accessing their information.

It is clear from the wording in the missive, that Experian knows they are breaking the law.
They simply do not care. The penalties need to be made more severe and hold credit
reporting agencies more accountable for their actions.



Social Search

Social Search and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

Sodal Search frorn Expedan0J helps YOti reach hard-to-find individuals who

may have changed their names or moved without a forv\fan:!ing address,

Using only the input of a Soda! Security number, it matdie5 and retrieves

database of neariy 200 mmion consumers.

consumer information from Expei"ian's natiorraî, continuously updated

The search is on
By accessing Experian's nearly 200

million individual consumer files, Social

Search is an invaluable tool for:

· Account verification

· Collections

· Fraud detection

· New account processing

· Skip tracing

Simple and comprehensive
Social Search is easy to use. As an

authorized subscriber, you can input

one or more (up to 20) Social Security

numbers on an inquiry into Experian's

consumer credit database.

Then Experian's comprehensive system

searches for and retrieves identifying
information on up to 20 consumers
associated with the same Social

Security number.

Social Search is a powerful and cost-
effective tool for tracking down a

consumer when all other identifying
information is outdated and/or
incomplete.
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Social Search report

Two types of reports are available:

Full Social Search - This report is for subscribers who have a

permissible purpose according to the FCRA. It provides all available

consumer identifying information and displays the inquiry on the
consumer's disclosure.

Partial Social Searc - This report is primarily for noncredit grantors

who require only essential consumer identifying information. No

inquiry is displayed on the consumer's disclosure.

Both output reports allow you to enter up to 20 Social Security

numbers per inquiry. When multiple consumers are reported with

the same Social Security number. the results are sorted in order.

begining with the consumer most likely associated with the inquiry

Social Security number wil be listed first. Multiple addresses and
employments per consumer are also sorted in this order.

Each Social Security number entered on the inquiry wil be

automatically validated against Experian's table of nonissued and
invalid Social Security numbers.

Report elements
Consumer identifying information and features displayed on
output reports:

. Best name and all other known names

.. Best address and up to 10 other known addresses

.. Best Social Security number and up to four other reported Social

Security numbers

.. Spouse's name (or initial)

e Full date of birth (or year only)

Ð Best employment and up to one other known employment*

.. Date each employment was firs reported and last updated*

.. Date each address was first reported and last updated

.. Origination source of each address and employment*

.. Counters indicating the number of subscribers reporting the

consumers same address and Social Security number

.. Subcode of the subscriber who last reported the best address*

.. Add-on product options include Fraud ShieldSM, Demographics and

Direct Check*

See the page titled "How to access Social Search" for further
information and add-on product options.
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How to access Social Search
Social Search is triggered by entering the
"9-" keyword, followed by a Social Security

number. Up to 20 Social Security numbers may
be entered by separating them with a comma (,).

Teletype, CPU-to-CPU and tape-to-tape

processing are available.

Add-on product options
Three optional Experian products are also
available with Social Search:

Fraud Shield - Experian's fraud detecion
service alerts you to potential fraudulent activity
found in the Social Security number and address
information. This option can be invoked on an

inquiry-by-inquiry basis by entering the CHECK

or L-SSN keyword at the end of the inquiry, or

ask your sales representative to activate Fraud
Shield for all Social Search inquiries.

Demographics - Experian now provides

telephone numbers, driver's license number*

and home ownership status* information to
enhance your identification and verification
effort. Experian's Social Search report with

Demographics is your most complete and current

source of consumer identifying information.

Dire Check - Available only with the full
Social Search report, Experian's Direct Check will

decode all last reporting subscriber numbers
displayed with each address. The Direct Check

report wil print on a separate page directly
following the Social Search report and wil be

sorted in ascending order by subscriber number.

For CPU-ARF inquiries, Direct Check is available

in versions six (6) and seven (7. To invoke the

service, enter the K-PH keyword at the end of

the inquiry, or ask your sales representative to
activate the service for all Social Search inquiries.

*Not included on partial report

Effective July 1, 2001, the Gramm-Leach-Bliey

(GLB) Act restricts the use of personal private
information collected in the course of delivering

financial services products. This law affects the
delivery of the Individual Reference Services

Group (lRSG) nonpermissible version of Social

Search and the Fraud Shield add-on product.

Experian recommends three alternatives to
ensure that your use of Social Search complies

with the GLB Act. Your legal counsel can help

you determine which option is right for you.

· If your usage qualifies as a permissible

purpose, request use of the Fair Credit

Reporting Act (FCRA) version of Social Search.

· If your usage does not qualify as permissible

purpose but complies with Experian's

reference product policies, you can request

use of Experian's Checkpoint" Electronic

Delivery Assistant-MetroNeto (CEM) products.

Checkpoint is a verification tool with

integrated Elecronic Delivery Assistance

(EDA) that can assist in preventing fraud.
MetroNet, also with EDA access, is a business

and individual locator product, Ask your

Experian representative for details.

· You may request continued use of the
nonpermissible version, as the GLB provides

some exceptions. Your legal counsel can tell

you if you qualify.
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Credit Profile

TCAl Inquiry Information
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t:' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - - FR~1J
~. INPUT SSN RECORDED AS ECEASE
ìE DOB: 1-10-1951 DOD: 3- 0-1996
:~ INPUT SSN ISSUED 1965- 966

,i~ FROM 3-01-96 INQ COUNT FOR SS

I

SHIELD S~RY - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1ILE: COMMERCIAL BUSINESS ADDRESS:

J&J IWESTMENTS
2600 B WSER ST #312

LO ANGELES CA 90017
213.11 .2222

END - - EXPERIAN SOCIAL SEARCH
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Inquiry Information
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BYI MAIL ONLY
61r' .555.1212
71 .555.1212
51 .555.1221

HECK
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DRESS ~ CITY
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15 SARTOGA :\ NEAR

i
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CO 80226
OH 43213
CA 92668
NJ 12027

,.

~. SUBCODE SUBSCRIBER
;1' 1119999 MOUNAIN BK
1) 1132912 CENTRA BA
1j 2390446 BAY COMPAN
;t 3917776 CREDIT SOFTWAR
..

'o. END - - EXPERIAN DIRECT
,.,
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-- --- -- --- -- - -- -- - ---- S --------- ---------------------
76 B PH: 213.876.1234 BPH: 818.555.1111 R

MI CHAEL ALCHIN
235 EAGLE POINT BLVD # 5
BUFFALO NY 14202-1191

;,:; - :;~: ;Së~;o - ~Š - lšë£A:
DOB: 1-10-1951 DOD: 3-~0-1996
INPUT SSN ISSUED 1965-1966

I
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999-9 -9990

YOB: 1964J
SP: JANE
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END - - EXPERIAN SOCIAL SEARCH

Confidential I£ Experian Information SQlutions, Inc. 2002.
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To find out more about Social Search,

contact your local Experian sales

representative or call

800 333 4930.

Exper;an and the Experian marks herein are servke marks or

registered trademarks of Experian,

475 Anton Blvd.

Cost Mesa, CA 92626

800 333 4930

~Exerian 2002

All rights reserved
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